β-barrel membrane protein channels and pores often fluctuate around a most probable equilibrium substate. On some occasions, such conformational fluctuations can be detected by high-resolution, time-resolved, single-channel electrical recordings.^[@ref1]−[@ref6]^ In principle, this is possible due to reversible transitions of a β-barrel protein between a conductive and a less conductive substate, resulting from a local conformational modification occurring within its lumen, such as a transient displacement of a more flexible polypeptide loop or even a movement of a charged residue.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ In general, such fluctuations result from a complex combination and dynamics of multiple interactions among various parts of the same protein.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ The underlying processes by which β-barrel membrane proteins undergo a discrete switch among various functionally distinct energetic substates with different levels of ionic conductance are elusive.^[@ref11]^ Two possible postulations were raised for the mechanisms of discrete fluctuations in β-barrel channels and pores: (i) an electrostatic process driven by the local electric field changes within the central constriction of the β-barrel lumen, occluding the permeation pathway for ions,^[@ref12],[@ref13]^ and (ii) the steric mechanism that implies substantial movements of the long occluding loops, generating dynamic translocation barriers of the protein lumen.^[@ref5],[@ref6],[@ref14]^

Here, we examined in detail the mechanism of the thermally activated current fluctuations of OccK1 (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}),^[@ref15]^ a weakly anion-selective, monomeric β-barrel protein that is the archetype of the outer membrane carboxylate channel (Occ) family of *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Figures S1--S3).^[@ref15]−[@ref18]^ Pseudomonads utilize specialized conductive pathways, such as the members of the Occ protein family, to facilitate the import of water-soluble, low-molecular weight nutrients required for the growth and function of the cell.^[@ref19],[@ref20]^ The high-resolution, X-ray crystal structure of OccK1 reveals a kidney-shaped structure of the nanopore lumen. The major extracellular loops L3, L4, and L7 line the central constriction of the pore lumen (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}; [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Table S1), which measures about 5 Å in diameter.^[@ref21]^

![Cross-sectional view of the wild-type OccK1 (WT-OccK1) protein, illustrating loops L3, L4, and L7. (A) A top view of WT-OccK1. (B) A top view of the molecular surface of WT-OccK1. (C) A top view of the molecular surface of OccK1 ΔL3. (D) A top view of the molecular surface of OccK1 ΔL4. WT-OccK1, OccK1 ΔL3, and OccK1 ΔL4 show a closely similar central constriction of the open pore.](cb-2014-008025_0001){#fig1}

The advantages of this nanopore for the exploration of the quasithermodynamic contributions to protein fluctuations include the following: (i) The high-resolution, X-ray crystal structure of the OccK1 protein is now available,^[@ref15],[@ref21]^ permitting rationally designed modifications of the fluctuating regions (e.g., the extracellular loops). (ii) The β-barrel scaffold features a very high thermodynamic stability, which is determined by the contribution of a large network of hydrogen bonds among antiparallel β strands. Protein engineering within a localized region of the very flexible loop domains is expected to produce a well-correlated change in the dynamics of the current fluctuations, but without the conformational alteration in the packing and stability of the β-barrel scaffold.^[@ref22]−[@ref26]^ (iii) The single-channel electrical signature of the OccK1 protein shows three distinguishable and time-resolvable open substates, whose biophysical features were previously examined in detail.^[@ref27]^ The unitary conductance of the OccK1 protein is ∼310 pS in 1 M KCl.^[@ref17],[@ref21]^ (iv) The single-channel kinetics comprised of well-defined, functionally distinct conductance substates only reflect the fluctuating loop-based domains within the nanopore lumen.^[@ref5],[@ref7],[@ref8],[@ref28],[@ref29]^ (v) OccK1 is a monomeric protein, eliminating complexity of gating events produced by individual protomers of the oligomeric structure of membrane proteins, such as those encountered with the outer membrane proteins F (OmpF)^[@ref30],[@ref31]^ and C (OmpC).^[@ref32]^

In this work, we employed single-molecule electrophysiology measurements to examine the gating fluctuations of the OccK1 protein nanopore among three distinguishable open substates (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Such analysis has indeed required a systematic change of temperature for revealing the kinetic and energetic contributions to these conformational fluctuations. Our experimental strategy was to produce a small perturbation of the protein nanopore system (e.g., a deletion mutant of a flexible region of the pore lumen), which kept the equilibrium transitions among the same number of open substates, but it produced a detectable redistribution among the open substates.^[@ref11]^ This redistribution also required major alterations in the ionic flow, so that a detectable change in the duration and frequency of the gating events was readily observable. Of course, such perturbation should not have resulted in an observable modification of the number of energetic substates, producing far-from-equilibrium dynamics of the protein nanopore. Otherwise, meaningful comparisons of the system response and adaptation under various experimental contexts were not possible. Therefore, we inspected such protein modifications within the most flexible region of the nanopore lumen, with a focus on the large extracellular loops lining the central constriction. This molecular modeling investigation revealed that targeted loop deletions in L3 and L4 can be accomplished without a far-from-equilibrium perturbation of the protein nanopore.

![Cartoon presenting a three-open substate fluctuating system. (A) A model of a single-channel current recording of a fluctuating protein nanopore inserted into a planar lipid membrane. The current fluctuations occurred among O~1~, O~2~, and O~3~, which were three open substates. (B) A free energy landscape model illustrating the kinetic transitions among the three open substates. This model shows the activation free energies characterizing various kinetic transitions (Δ*G*~O1→O2~^⧧^, Δ*G*~O2→O1~^⧧^, Δ*G*~O1→O3~^⧧^, and Δ*G*~O3→O1~^⧧^).](cb-2014-008025_0002){#fig2}

Here, we hypothesized that the energetic impact of major electrostatic interactions among the loops is accompanied by local structural changes producing an alteration of the single-channel kinetics. Using determinations of the duration of open substates (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), we were able to extract kinetic rate constants and equilibrium constants for various detectable transitions. Such an approach permitted the calculation of quasithermodynamic (Δ*H*^⧧^, Δ*S*^⧧^, Δ*G*^⧧^) and standard thermodynamic (Δ**H*°*, Δ**S*°*, Δ**G*°*) parameters characterizing these transient gating fluctuations. Δ*H*^⧧^, Δ*S*^⧧^, and Δ*G*^⧧^ denote the quasithermodynamic parameters of the equilibrium between a ground state and a transition state, at which point the protein nanopore is thermally activated. A systematic analysis of these parameters determined for loop-deletion OccK1 mutants enabled the identification of significant changes of the differential activation enthalpies and entropies but modest modifications of the differential transition free energies. Although the protein nanopore analyzed in this work is pertinent to a three-open substate system, we anticipate no technical problems or fundamental limitations for expanding this methodology to other multiopen substate membrane protein channels or pores, whose quasithermodynamic values can provide a more quantitative and mechanistic understanding on their equilibrium transitions.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Strategy for Designing Loop-Deletion Mutants of OccK1 {#sec2.1}
-----------------------------------------------------

A primary objective of this work was the examination of the current fluctuations produced by large extracellular loops when a small number of stabilizing electrostatic interactions were removed. To accomplish this, we explored the high-resolution X-ray crystal structure of the OccK1 protein nanopore.^[@ref21]^ We determined that L3, L4, and L7 are the primary channel-occluding extracellular loops. In order to achieve these loop deletions, we selected sites in which the residues immediately before and after the deletion are in close proximity, so that they can be linked via a single glycine residue. In this way, we avoided significant conformational alterations of the β-barrel scaffold. Even if this strategy was met, we discovered that the removal of strong electrostatic interactions between the mutated loop and other loops produced dramatic changes in the single-channel electrical signature of the loop-deletion OccK1 mutant as compared to the wild-type OccK1 (WT-OccK1) protein. For example, in the preliminary stage of this work, we produced a loop-deletion OccK1 ΔL7 mutant, whose deleted residues S281-G287 include a critical intramolecular R284-D116 salt bridge positioned between loops L7 and L3. High-resolution X-ray crystal structure of OccK1 also reveals a large extent of L7 lining the central constriction of the nanopore lumen (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A,B).^[@ref21]^ Deletion of these residues not only results in an apparent expansion of the cross-sectional area of the central constriction but also induces possible destabilization among the contacts between L3 and L7. Indeed, the high-resolution, single-channel recordings acquired with OccK1 ΔL7 revealed a ∼2-fold increase in the unitary conductance accompanied by a very noisy electrical signature, which was comprised of highly frequent and short-lived current spikes.^[@ref27]^ Such a finding provided two pieces of information: (i) L7 lines the central constriction, and (ii) OccK1 ΔL7 undergoes a major alteration of the tight loop packing characterized by its contacts with loop L3.

After loop-deletion OccK1 mutants were produced, it was important to identify closely similar single-channel electrical signatures consisting of three open substates, among which the protein undergoes discrete and detectable functional transitions. This has been accomplished with two distinct loop-deletion mutants, OccK1 ΔL3 (D124-P129) and OccK1 ΔL4 (L166-K175) ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Table S2).^[@ref27]^ It should be emphasized that OccK1 ΔL3 lacks a critical D124-R16 salt bridge positioned between loop L3 and the pore wall (PW). This loop-deletion OccK1 ΔL3 mutant also lacks a number of hydrogen bonds, such as G125 bb (L3)--Y18 sc (PW), R126 sc (L3)--R16 sc (PW), and R126 sc (L3)--N76 sc (L2). In addition, OccK1 ΔL3 lacks several hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions, primarily involving L127 (L3)--P129 (L3). On the contrary, OccK1 ΔL4 does not lack any strong ion-pair interaction but removes several hydrogen bonds and van der Waals interactions between L4 and L6, L4 and L7, and L4 and PW ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Table S2). Because only a glycine residue was added between the residues just before and after deletion, these loop deletions were not expected to alter the average structure of the β-barrel scaffold.

WT-OccK1 and Loop-Deletion OccK1 ΔL3 and OccK1 ΔL4 Mutants Exhibit Three-Open Substate Kinetics {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Temperature-dependent, single-channel electrical recordings were accomplished using an elevated KCl concentration to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio ([Methods](#sec5){ref-type="other"}; [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Table S3, Figure S4). Thus, in 2 M KCl, the unitary conductance of the OccK1 protein nanopore is ∼550 pS. As an example, Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates single-channel electrical traces acquired with the WT-OccK1 protein nanopore in 2 M KCl and 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4, at a temperature of 20 °C and at a transmembrane potential of −40 mV. Here, O~1~, O~2~, and O~3~ denote the open substates featuring the low, medium, and high current amplitudes, respectively. The time constants τ~1~, τ~2~, and τ~3~, which correspond to the average duration of the open substates O~1~, O~2~, and O~3~, respectively, were derived from standard dwell time histograms (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). The fits of the data were accomplished using log likelihood ratio (LLR) tests to compare various fitting models.^[@ref33]−[@ref35]^ In general, the fit of the dwell time histograms contained a well-defined single-exponential function, as determined by the LLR test value. Deviations from single-exponential distributions of the event durations were noticed in a few situations. Such imperfections of single-exponential time distributions were likely caused by hidden, or undetectable, conformational substates in the biomolecular system and not by limited time resolution of the instrumentation. In such instances, we used averages of the detected event dwell times. Using the rise time of the low-pass Bessel filter *T*~r~ = 339/*F*~c~,^[@ref36],[@ref37]^ where *T*~r~ and *F*~c~ are the rise time and corner frequency, respectively, we can obtain the dead time *T*~d~ = 0.54 × *T*~r~. For a value of the corner frequency *F*~c~ = 500 Hz, we derive *T*~r~ = ∼680 μs, so that *T*~d~ = 367 μs. In this work, most current transitions were longer than 0.4 ms. We calculated that the missed current blockades, under all experimental conditions explored in this study, were not more than 8% of the total number of events in each recorded single-channel electrical trace.^[@ref33],[@ref34],[@ref38]^ For example, the average dwell times determined by standard event duration histograms were always greater than 1 ms. Therefore, additional corrections for missed events were not necessary.^[@ref33],[@ref38]^

![A single-channel trace obtained with WT-OccK1 at a transmembrane potential of −40 mV. (A) A typical trace; standard duration histograms of the O~1~, O~2~, and O~3~ events are illustrated in panels C, D, and E, respectively. The results of the fits were the following: (B) τ~O1~ = 4.6 ± 0.4 ms; (C) τ~O2~ = 19.5 ± 0.4 ms; (D) τ~O3~ = 7.5 ± 0.2 ms. The buffer solution was 2 M KCl and 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4. The temperature in the chamber was 20 °C. The single-channel electrical trace was filtered at 0.5 kHz.](cb-2014-008025_0003){#fig3}

A detailed analysis of the expanded single-channel electrical traces showed that there is a reversible transition between O~1~ and O~2~, and O~2~ and O~3~ substates, but no O~1~ to O~3~ or O~3~ to O~1~ transition was observed. Hence, we developed a kinetic scheme model, which fits to three minima of free energy landscape (Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). It is worth mentioning that the number of open substates observed with WT-OccK1 and loop-deletion OccK1 ΔL3 and OccK1 ΔL4 mutants is always preserved in the temperature range inspected in this work (0--25 °C). For example, Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows the single-channel electrical traces acquired with the OccK1 protein nanopore at temperatures of 1, 8, and 22 °C. At elevated temperatures, the frequency of the O~2~ and O~3~ events increased, whereas their duration decreased, which is in accord with a reduction in the activation free energies corresponding to the O~2~ → O~3~ and O~3~ → O~2~ current transitions. In addition, the unitary conductance increased owing to the temperature-induced modification of the conductivity of ionic solution in the chamber.

![Representative single-channel electrical traces collected with WT-OccK1 at various temperatures. Other conditions are similar to those presented in the legend of Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.](cb-2014-008025_0004){#fig4}

The four rate constants underlying the kinetics of the gating fluctuations observed with OccK1, OccK1 ΔL3, and OccK1 ΔL4, *k*~O1→O2~, *k*~O2→O1~, *k*~O2→O3~, and *k*~O3→O2~, can be calculated using the duration and frequencies of the O~1~ and O~3~ events. Using a chemical kinetics formalism for single-molecule fluctuations of OccK1,^[@ref39]^ we formulate the following system of partial differential equations:^[@ref40]^where *P*~O1~, *P*~O2~, and *P*~O3~ indicate the occupancy probabilities of the O~1~, O~2~, and O~3~ substates, respectively. Here, we define the three occupancy probabilities using the following expressions:where *T*~O1~, *T*~O2~, and *T*~O3~ denote the total occupied times by the O~1~, O~2~, and O~3~ substates, respectively. N~O1~, N~O2,~ and N~O3~ represent the total number of events recorded in the O~1~, O~2~, and O~3~ substates, respectively, whereas *T* is the total time of recording. *F* and τ are the frequency and average duration of events corresponding to an open substate, respectively. The kinetic rate constants for reaching the O~1~ and O~3~ substates are given by the corresponding frequencies of events and are normalized to *P*~O2~:

Because the event probabilities are constant at equilibrium, the partial derivatives of eqs [1](#eq1){ref-type="disp-formula"} are zero. Therefore,

These calculations show that the four kinetic rates can be determined using the frequencies of events and average durations of the flanked O~1~ and O~3~ open substates.

Determination of the Enthalpic and Entropic Contributions to the Fluctuations of a Protein Nanopore Using Arrhenius' Formalism {#sec2.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, we present the logarithmic dependence of the four kinetic rate constants on the inverse absolute temperature. The data were acquired at an applied transmembrane voltage of −40 mV. All rate constants, *k*, satisfy the Arrhenius equation:where *k*~0~ is a barrier-free rate parameter that depends on each biomolecular system according to Kramers' theory,^[@ref41]^ whereas Δ*G*^⧧^ denotes the activation free energy. Here, *R* and *T* indicate the universal gas constant and absolute temperature, respectively. We have used this equation to extract the quasithermodynamic parameters of all open substates, along with the standard definition of Δ*G*^⧧^:where Δ*H*^⧧^ and Δ*S*^⧧^ are the activation enthalpy and entropy, respectively. All kinetic rate constants follow a linearized Arrhenius equation:whereis a term that is independent of temperature. Using the slope of eq [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, we were able to obtain values for Δ*H*^⧧^ corresponding to each rate constant. It is important to note that these values are independent of the barrier-free rate parameter. However, we had to assume the value of *k*~0~ to estimate the entropic contribution to the activation free energy corresponding to each transition. For the activation entropies and activation free energies, we used *k*~0~ = 10^9^ s^--1^, which approximates the frequency of diffusional transitions over a path distance of ∼1 nm.^[@ref42]^ This assumption will be canceled out in the case of differential activation entropies (ΔΔ*S*^⧧^) and free energies (ΔΔ*G*^⧧^) (the [Discussion](#sec3){ref-type="other"} section). Using the above-mentioned fits, we noticed that three of the rate constants, i.e., *k*~O2→O1~, *k*~O2→O3~, and *k*~O3→O2~, have positive values of Δ*H*^⧧^ (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the rate constant *k*~O1→O2~ has a negative contribution of Δ*H*^⧧^. This result is because the slopes of the dependence of *k*~O2→O1~, *k*~O2→O3~, and *k*~O3→O2~ on 1/*T* are negative. According to eq [7](#eq7){ref-type="disp-formula"}, a negative slope would mean a positive value of Δ*H*^⧧^. Vice versa, Δ*H*^⧧^ is negative.

![Arrhenius plot of the kinetic rate constants characterizing four distinct current fluctuations observed in WT-OccK1. Other conditions are similar to those presented in the legend of Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.](cb-2014-008025_0005){#fig5}

The Compensation Effect of the Activation Entropies and Enthalpies of All Kinetic Rate Constants {#sec2.4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}, we presented the plot of all data points of Δ*H*^⧧^ versus Δ*S*^⧧^ determined for WT-OccK1, OccK1 ΔL3, and OccK1 ΔL4, and at applied transmembrane potentials of +40 and −40 mV. The O~1~ → O~2~ transition is accompanied by a negative activation enthalpy. The compensation nature of Δ*H*^⧧^ and Δ*S*^⧧^ values is illustrated by their closely linear relationship.^[@ref43]−[@ref45]^ Δ*H*^⧧^ values corresponding to the O~2~ → O~3~ transition are positive but smaller than those corresponding to the O~2~ → O~1~ and O~3~ → O~2~ transitions. A linear regression of the form Δ*H*^⧧^ = Δ*G*^⧧^ + *T* Δ*S*^⧧^ was performed, providing a compensation temperature *T*~c~ of ∼300 K and an activation free energy constant Δ*G*~c~^⧧^ of ∼40.5 kJ/mol. The value of Δ*G*~c~^⧧^ was extracted from the intercept of the plot with the vertical Δ*H*^⧧^ axis. Δ*G*~c~^⧧^ is comparable with the average Δ*G*^⧧^ of all open substates at 25 °C (∼41 kJ/mol; [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Table S4).

![Activation free entropy versus activation free enthalpy of WT-OccK1 and its deletion mutants. (A) The transmembrane potential was +40 mV. The compensation temperature, *T*~c~, was 303 ± 3 K. The activation free energy constant, Δ*G*~c~^\#^, was 40.5 ± 0.5 kJ/mol. The right axis shows the activation free energy, Δ*G*^\#^, which was calculated at a temperature of 25 °C (open squares). The horizontal line is the weighted average of the activation free energy, Δ*G*^\#^ = 40.3 kJ/mol, which was determined at 25 °C. (B) The transmembrane potential was −40 mV. The compensation temperature, *T*~c~, was 299 ± 2 K. The activation free energy constant, Δ*G*~c~^\#^, was 40.6 ± 0.5 kJ/mol. The right axis shows the activation free energy, Δ*G*^\#^, which was calculated at a temperature of 25 °C (open squares). The horizontal line is the weighted average of the activation free energy, Δ*G*^\#^=40.6 kJ/mol, which was determined at 25 °C. Other conditions are similar to those presented in the legend of Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.](cb-2014-008025_0006){#fig6}

Determination of the Equilibrium Entropies, Enthalpies, and Free Energies {#sec2.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

In Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}, we show the plot of the equilibrium enthalpy Δ*H*° versus equilibrium entropy Δ*S*° for WT-OccK1, OccK1 ΔL3, and OccK1 ΔL4. These thermodynamic parameters were determined from the ratio of the kinetic rate constants participating in that respective reversible transition:^[@ref46]^where

![Enthalpy versus entropy for WT-OccK1, OccK1 ΔL3, and OccK1 ΔL4. The compensation temperature, *T*~c~, was 299 ± 2 K. The free energy constant, Δ*G*~c~°, was −2.31 ± 0.58 kJ/mol. The right axis shows the free energy, Δ*G*°, which was calculated at a temperature of 25 °C (open squares). The horizontal line is the weighted average of the equilibrium free energy Δ*G*° = −2.3 kJ/mol, which was determined at a temperature of 25 °C. Other conditions are similar to those presented in the legend of Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.](cb-2014-008025_0007){#fig7}

A linear regression of Δ*H*° = Δ*G*° + *T*~c~Δ*S*° was performed (Figure [7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}), enabling the determination of a compensation temperature *T*~c~ = 299 ± 2 K. In addition, we calculated the weighted average of standard free energy Δ*G*° = −2.31 ± 0.58 kJ/mol. Therefore, we can rewrite eq [10](#eq10){ref-type="disp-formula"} as follows:which defines the quantitative linear relationship between Δ*H*° and Δ*S*° obtained with this system.

Dependence of the Equilibrium Free Energies on Temperature Reveals Two Distinct Reversible Current Fluctuations {#sec2.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we were interested to determine the dependence of the equilibrium free energies corresponding to the O~1~ → O~2~ and O~3~ → O~2~ transitions on temperature. Because we inspected a relatively small temperature interval, we assumed that Δ*H*° and Δ*S*° are fairly temperature-independent. If so, Δ*G*° would change linearly with temperature, either increasing or decreasing.^[@ref47]^ This trend depends on the sign of Δ*S*°. Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"} shows that Δ*G*~O1→O2~° is negative but increases by increasing temperature ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Table S5). That means that Δ*H*~O1→O2~° and Δ*S*~O1→O2~° are negative. On the contrary, we determined that Δ*G*~O3→O2~° decreases by increasing temperature, indicating that Δ*H*~O1→O2~° and Δ*S*~O1→O2~° are positive. Such a finding suggests that the nature of both reversible transitions is different.

![Free energies of the O~1~ to O~2~ and O~3~ to O~2~ current fluctuations, which were calculated at 25 °C. (A) Δ*G*~O1→O2~° at a transmembrane potential of +40 mV. (B) Δ*G*~O3→O2~° at a transmembrane potential of +40 mV. (C) Δ*G*~O1→O2~° at a transmembrane potential of −40 mV. (A) Δ*G*~O3→O2~° at a transmembrane potential of −40 mV. Other conditions are similar to those presented in the legend of Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}.](cb-2014-008025_0008){#fig8}

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Existence of Diverse Thermally Activated Current Fluctuations within a Protein Nanopore {#sec3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This detailed experimentation enabled the calculation of the alterations in enthalpic and entropic contributions to the kinetic rate constants of the transitions occurring among the three open substates. Changes in the quasithermodynamic quantities contributing to the two energetic barriers, leading to the transitions O~2~ → O~1~, O~1~ → O~2~, O~2~ → O~3~, and O~3~ → O~2~, are displayed in Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. These are the differential activation enthalpies (ΔΔ*H*~OccK1-mut~^⧧^), entropies (ΔΔ*S*~OccK1-mut~^⧧^), and free energies (ΔΔ*G*~OccK1-mut~^⧧^), which reflect alterations in the activation enthalpies, entropies, and free energies, respectively. They are resulted from local structural reorganizations owing to the two specific loop-deletion mutations, ΔL3 and ΔL4, as follows:where the subscripts OccK1-mut and WT-OccK1 indicate the loop-deletion mutated and wild-type OccK1 protein nanopores, respectively.

###### Differential Activation Free Enthalpies, Entropies, and Free Energies of OccK1 ΔL3 and OccK1 ΔL4

  parameter                                                        transmembrane potential (mV)   nanopore      O~2~→O~1~     O~1~→O~2~     O~2~→O~3~   O~3~→O~2~
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------ ------------- ------------- ------------- ----------- -------------
  ΔΔ*H*~OccK1-mut~^\#^ (kJ/mol)                                    +40                            OccK1 ΔL3     16 ± 8        15 ± 1        0 ± 1       19 ± 3
  OccK1 ΔL4                                                        --24 ± 7                       25 ± 3        10 ± 6        25 ± 6                    
  --40                                                             OccK1 ΔL3                      --20 ± 2      5 ± 2         --3 ± 7       24 ± 9      
  OccK1 ΔL4                                                        60 ± 2                         8 ± 3         5 ± 5         12 ± 5                    
  ΔΔ*S*~OccK1-mut~^\#^ (J/mol K)                                   +40                            OccK1 ΔL3     64 ± 22       54 ± 8        --6 ± 5     70 ± 12
  OccK1 ΔL4                                                        --83 ± 16                      92 ± 17       30 ± 19       70 ± 23                   
  --40                                                             OccK1 ΔL3                      --53 ± 10     13 ± 10       --13 ± 23     80 ± 15     
  OccK1 ΔL4                                                        210 ± 8                        28 ± 6        16 ± 20       41 ± 3                    
  ΔΔ*G*~OccK1-mut~^\#^ [a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"} (kJ/mol)   +40                            OccK1 ΔL3     --3.1 ± 0.5   --1.1 ± 1.4   1.8 ± 0.5   --1.9 ± 0.6
  OccK1 ΔL4                                                        0.7 ± 2.2                      --2.4 ± 2.1   1.1 ± 0.3     --4.1 ± 2.4               
  --40                                                             OccK1 ΔL3                      --4.2 ± 1.0   1.1 ± 1.0     1.0 ± 0.1     0.2 ± 1.5   
  OccK1 ΔL4                                                        --2.6 ± 0.4                    --0.3 ± 1.2   0.2 ± 1.0     --0.2 ± 1.1               

ΔΔ*G*~OccK1-mut~^\#^ was calculated at a temperature of 25 °C.

One immediate observation is that the values of ΔΔ*G*~OccK1-mut~^⧧^ are relatively low, on the order of a few kilojoules per mole at 25 °C. This finding reinforces the fact that the local loop deletions, by producing modest alterations in the activation free energies, did not move the system away from equilibrium. On the contrary, a broad range of differential activation enthalpies and entropies was determined, revealing that the local conformational alterations in the loop packing were accompanied by major reconversions of the quasithermodynamic profile. In case of the transitions leading to the most probable open substate O~2~, ΔΔ*H*~OccK1-mut~^⧧^ has positive values, which are favored by increased differential activation entropies ΔΔ*S*~OccK1-mut~^⧧^. If this result is coupled with small changes in ΔΔ*G*~OccK1-mut~^⧧^, the O~1~ → O~2~ and O~3~ → O~2~ transitions are likely impacted by a more loosely packed configuration of the loops in the most probable O~2~ open substate. In other words, the removal of key electrostatic interactions encompassing both OccK1 ΔL3 and OccK1 ΔL4 was accompanied by a local increase in the loop flexibility at an enthalpic expense in the O~2~ open substate. Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} also reveals significant changes of these differential quasithermodynamic parameters as a result of switching the polarity of the applied transmembrane potential, confirming the importance of local electric field on the electrostatic interactions underlying single-molecule conformational transitions in protein nanopores. For example, the differential activation enthalpy of OccK1 ΔL4 for the O~2~ → O~1~ transition was −24 ± 7 kJ/mol at a transmembrane potential of +40 mV, but 60 ± 2 kJ/mol at an applied potential of −40 mV. These reversed enthalpic alterations corresponded to significant changes in the differential activation entropies from −83 ± 16 J/mol·K at +40 mV to 210 ± 8 J/mol·K at −40 mV.

Are Some Kinetic Rate Constants Slower at Elevated Temperatures? {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------

One counterintuitive observation was the temperature dependence of the kinetic rate constant *k*~O1→O2~ (Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast to the other three rate constants, *k*~O1→O2~ decreased at higher temperatures. This result was unexpected, because the extracellular loops move faster at an elevated temperature, so that they take less time to transit back to where they were near the equilibrium position. Hence, the respective kinetic rate constant is increased. In other words, the kinetic barriers are expected to decrease by increasing temperature, which is in accord with the second law of thermodynamics. The only way for a deviation from this rule is that in which the ground energy level of a particular transition of the protein undergoes large temperature-induced alterations, so that the system remains for a longer duration in a trapped open substate.^[@ref48]^ It is likely that the molecular nature of the interactions underlying such a trapped substate involves complex dynamics of solvation-desolvation forces that lead to stronger hydrophobic contacts at elevated temperatures, so that the protein loses flexibility by increasing temperature. This is the reason for the origin of the negative activation enthalpies, which are often noticed in protein folding kinetics.^[@ref49],[@ref50]^ In our situation, the source of this abnormality is the negative activation enthalpy of the O~1~ → O~2~ transition, which is strongly compensated by a substantial reduction in the activation entropy,^[@ref49]^ suggesting the local formation of new intramolecular interactions that accompany the transition process. Under specific experimental contexts, the overall activation enthalpy of a certain transition can become negative, at least in part owing to transient dissociations of water molecules from the protein side chains and backbone, favoring strong hydrophobic interactions. Taken together, these interactions do not violate the second law of thermodynamics.

Enthalpy--Entropy Compensation {#sec3.3}
------------------------------

Enthalpy--entropy compensation is a ubiquitous and unquestionable phenomenon,^[@ref44],[@ref45],[@ref51]−[@ref54]^ which is based upon basic thermodynamic arguments. In simple terms, if a conformational perturbation of a biomolecular system is characterized by an increase (or a decrease) in the equilibrium enthalpy, then this is also accompanied by an increase (or a decrease) in the equilibrium entropy. Under experimental circumstances at thermodynamic equilibrium between two open substates, the standard free energy Δ*G*° must be very small.^[@ref55]^ Otherwise, the biomolecular system would depart from equilibrium, so that a direct quantitative comparison among the kinetics of the three protein nanopores, WT-OccK1, OccK1 ΔL3, and OccK1 ΔL4, would not be meaningful. Here, we have determined that indeed the weighted average of Δ*G*° was −2.3 kJ/mol. In this way, it is conceivable that a large enthalpic modification associated with each reversible transition is accompanied by a large entropic alteration, thanks to the standard thermodynamic relation Δ*G*° = Δ*H*° -- *T*Δ*S*°. Therefore, enthalpy--entropy compensation is not in conflict in any way with equilibrium thermodynamic formalisms. We are aware that using van't Hoff plots to determine the linear relationship between Δ*H*^⧧^ and Δ*S*^⧧^, especially if the temperature range of the collected data is small, is prone to some statistical errors. For example, Sharp showed that if the compensating temperature, *T*~c~, lies within 20% of the average experimental temperature, *T*~av~, the Δ*H* -- Δ*S* linear correlation is unlikely to be statistically significant.^[@ref56]^ Indeed, if our average experimental temperature was *T*~av~ = 286 K and *T*~c~ = 300 K, then the above-mentioned condition is met, so that we interpret that a linearity relationship between Δ*H*^⧧^ and Δ*S*^⧧^ was likely impacted by statistical correlation errors. The physical origin of the compensating nature of enthalpy and entropy is not clear, as several competing models have been proposed. One postulation has been that of the solvent reorganization during the reversible transitions that accompany all chemical reactions,^[@ref57],[@ref58]^ ligand-binding protein complex formation,^[@ref23],[@ref52],[@ref53],[@ref59]^ and protein folding--unfolding transitions.^[@ref60]−[@ref62]^ Grunwald and Steel have shown that all of these processes undergo major changes in the activation enthalpies and entropies, involving hydrogen bonding-directed solvation.^[@ref57]^ Since the overall change in the free energy for solvent reorganization is zero according to the second law of thermodynamics, then the enthalpy--entropy compensation is valid within these systems, providing a linear relationship between Δ*H*° and Δ*S*°, whose slope, *T*~c~, is near to the experimental temperature.^[@ref54]^

Temperature-Induced Changes in the Free Energies Are Greater than the Voltage-Induced Alterations of the Same Energetic Quantities {#sec3.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Temperature effect was always greater than the voltage effect. Because Δ*G*~O3→O2~° is positive at temperatures smaller than 4 °C, the most probable open substate was O~3~ under such low-temperature contexts. This conclusion was not impacted by the sign switch of the applied transmembrane potential, confirming the voltage-dependent symmetry of the gating energetics of β-barrel membrane proteins.^[@ref12]^ This is in contrast to the asymmetric voltage-dependent gating energetics displayed by protein channels made from bundles of α helices.^[@ref63],[@ref64]^ Moreover, the temperature-induced changes in the free energies Δ*G*~O1→O2~° and Δ*G*~O3→O2~° were always greater than the voltage-induced alterations of the same energetic quantities. For example, changing temperature within the interval 4 through 20 °C produced a modification on Δ*G*~O1→O2~° of ∼7.7 kJ/mol in the case of WT-OccK1 (Figure [8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}A,C; [Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Table S5). On the contrary, changing the applied transmembrane potential over the range −80 through +80 mV produced an alteration on Δ*G*~O1→O2~° of only ∼0.7 kJ/mol ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Figure S5). In addition, past single-channel examinations of OccK1 also revealed that the ionic strength-induced modifications in the free energies Δ*G*~O1→O2~° and Δ*G*~O3→O2~° were modest.^[@ref27]^ Thus, increasing the salt concentration in the chamber from 1 to 4 M, the alterations of the free energies were smaller than ∼2.5 kJ/mol. Taken together, we conclude that the effect of ionic strength and applied transmembrane potential on the energetics of gating fluctuations is small, as compared to the energetic effect of temperature.

Implications of This Approach in the Realm of Membrane Protein Design and Dynamics {#sec3.5}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Long-lived current fluctuations are generally directly observed and well-characterized by single-channel electrical recordings.^[@ref65]^ However, under many experimental contexts, the average duration of conformational fluctuations are well below the time resolution limit of experimental setup. A complete understanding of the presence of these hidden substates is essential for a mechanistic understanding of the overall dynamics of a membrane protein nanopore. Therefore, recent advances in electronics,^[@ref66]^ allowing the direct detection of current fluctuations at submicrosecond resolution, will likely enable unraveling the detailed energetic landscape of the dynamics of single protein nanopores. Moreover, developments in the single-channel recording analysis demonstrated that the current fluctuations among various conductive substates reflect subtle changes in the channel length and cross-sectional area of the pore interior. Robertson and colleagues, using single-molecule mass spectrometry, have identified subangstrom resolution of geometrical changes associated with various current transitions.^[@ref67]^ This methodology is critically important, because it shows profound implications for both structural and temporal alterations accompanying a given conformational transition of a fluctuating protein nanopore.

Conclusions {#sec4}
===========

In summary, we pursued a systematic determination of the quasithermodynamic contributions to a fluctuating protein nanopore. Targeted loop-deletion alterations, which line the central constriction of this protein nanopore, produced modest changes in the differential activation free energies, in the range near the thermal energy but substantial modifications of the differential activation enthalpies and entropies. Because these protein derivatives produced significant changes in the kinetics of the single-channel electrical recordings, we conclude that L3 and L4 indeed contribute to the mechanisms of gating fluctuations of OccK1.^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ Moreover, changes of the equilibrium gating transitions of OccK1 were directly determined without the need for fluorescent labeling of the fluctuating part of this protein nanopore. The compensatory nature of the quasithermodynamic contributions to the kinetic rate constants can be interpreted in terms of local conformational alterations of the loop packing and flexibility, which is reflected by enthalpic--entropic reconfigurations of the interactions driving these directly determined current fluctuations.

Methods {#sec5}
=======

Cloning, Overexpression, and Purification of Native WT-OccK1 and Its Derivatives {#sec5.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The *occk1* gene, without the segment encoding the signal sequence, was amplified from genomic DNA of *P. aeruginosa* and cloned into the pB22 vector.^[@ref68]^ At the N-terminus, this gene construct contained segments encoding the *E. coli YtfM* signal sequence, a seven-histidine tag (His tag), and a TEV protease cleavage site for the His tag removal. The derivatives of the OccK1 protein were produced by PCR (Expand high fidelity PCR system; Roche, Table S2). All OccK1 proteins were expressed in C43 (DE3) *E. coli* cells. Other details of the protocols for the protein overexpression and purification used in this study were reported in a prior publication.^[@ref27]^ The purity of the OccK1 protein samples was determined by standard SDS-PAGE gel electrophoresis ([Supporting Information](#notes-2){ref-type="notes"}, Figure S2).

Single-Channel Current Recordings {#sec5.2}
---------------------------------

Single-channel current measurements were conducted using planar lipid membranes.^[@ref29],[@ref69]^ Both chambers of the bilayer apparatus were separated by a Teflon partition (Goodfellow Corporation), whose thickness was 25 μm. An 80-μm-diameter aperture in the septum was pretreated with hexadecane (Aldrich Chemical Co.), which was dissolved in highly purified *n*-pentane (Burdick and Jackson) at a concentration of 10% (v/v). The bilayer was generated using 1,2-diphytanoyl-*sn*-glycerophosphocholine (Avanti Polar Lipids Inc.). The standard electrolyte in both chambers was 2000 mM KCl, 10 mM potassium phosphate, pH 7.4. Potassium phosphate was employed owing to its exceptional low temperature coefficient.^[@ref70]^ The OccK1 proteins were added to the *cis* chamber, which was at ground. Single-channel currents were collected by using an Axopatch 200B patch-clamp amplifier (Molecular Devices) attached to the bilayer chamber by Ag/AgCl electrodes.^[@ref5],[@ref71]^ A Desktop computer (Dell) equipped with a Digitdata 1440 A/D converter (Molecular Devices) was employed for single-channel data collection. Electrical traces were filtered by an eight-pole low-pass Bessel filter (Model 900, Frequency Devices) at a corner frequency of 10 kHz and recorded at a frequency of 50 kHz. For the data acquisition and analysis, we used pClamp 10.2 software (Molecular Devices). The temperature-control experiments were carried out using a Dagan HCC-100A controller (Dagan Corporation). Other details of the approach involving reconstituted planar lipid bilayers for the temperature dependence of single-channel currents were published previously.^[@ref24],[@ref25],[@ref28]^

Molecular Modeling {#sec5.3}
------------------

The molecular model of OccK1 was created by using the Chimera software package^[@ref72]^ as well as the Protein Data Bank entry code 2qtk.pdb.^[@ref15]^

\(i\) Top view of the molecular surface of eight members of the outer membrane carboxylate channel (Occ) family of *P. aeruginosa*. (ii) The SDS-PAGE gel analysis of the purified *P. aeruginosa* OccK channels. (iii) Distribution of single-channel electrical conductance of the members of the Occ family. (iv) The biophysical features of the extracellular loops of the WT-OccK1 protein. (v) The biophysical characteristics of two loop-deletion mutants of OccK1. (vi) Dependence of the substate conductance (O~1~, O~2~, O~3~) on the KCl concentration. (vii) Determination of the upper limits of the single-channel conductance of the OccK1 protein nanopore inferred from KCl saturation curves. (viii) Enthalpic and entropic contributions to single-channel current fluctuations of the WT-OccK1, OccK1 ΔL3, and OccK1 ΔL4 protein nanopores. (ix) Tabular data of the temperature dependence of the standard free energies Δ*G*~O1→O2~° and Δ*G*~O3→O2~°. (x) Dependence of the equilibrium free energies Δ*G*~O1→O2~° and Δ*G*~O1→O2~°, which were determined at 25 °C, on the applied transmembrane potential. These materials are available free of charge via the Internet at <http://pubs.acs.org>.
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